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Release Notes
The following table provides information about what is new and what has changed since the last release:

Date (Version)
2020-01-09 (1.26.1)

Description
InTrack
Web

Web UI
New
○○ Provide double opt-in mechanism to subscribe to InTrack newsletters.
Users can change the newsletter subscription in the user adminstration.
○○ Integrate the Project44 API to receive status updates for transports
taking place in North America.
○○ Automate sms sending function for tour assignment to drivers.
○○ Add column for statuses of EDIMAN status.
○○ Add setup for users default language.
○○ Move Excel Upload from administration to transport menu.
○○ Redesign the Excel Upload feature.
○○ Redesign the search page and header.
○○ Restyle all checkboxes following the Bosch brand guide.
○○ Show unallocated ULI´s from the past, add pagination.
○○ Add new translations for push message by adding compartment info.
○○ Enhance push message for driver to proceed to dock.
○○ Add validation for address assignment when saving hub compartment to
prevent duplicates.
○○ Include ULI collection group information in “Monitoring ULI“.
○○ Allow moving timeslots to another day including size adjustments.
○○ Add revised “Monitoring ULI“ details page.

○○ Extend and show date & time in delivery or pickup columns for the tables in time slot allocation.
○○ Extend truck sizes for cars and semi-trailer.
○○ Add overbooking number defined in Hub Management in Dock calender.
○○ Add compartment section in the time slot allocation calendar view.

Change
○○ Updated copyright statement.
○○ Existing submenu function „edit time slot“ has much more powerful options
now for editing/moving timeslot into future.

Fix
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○

Enable non-admin users to change their own user object.
Fix user deletion.
Add missing truck and trailer plate data to allocation search model.
Show last days filter in TO monitoring view. Change filter range to 2 days
and checked it by default.
Adjust calculation of total gross weight in shipment view.
Multiple minor fixes.
Fix register ULI page and show pickup/delivery addresses correctly.
Fix remaining drive time calculation.
Return soft error message when max service time has exceeded.
Revert sorting loads without timeslots to old version (by status) and
changed filtering logic.
Fix invalid sort order for loads without dock allocation view.

ASN App
Fix
○○ Update translations for app components and app errors.
XMS App
Change
○○ Adopt loading list.

Gate App
New
○○ Extended trucks sizes for cars and semi-trailers.
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